
Ignatian Sports Reports  

Term: 4 Week: 2 

Mixed Sport 

Sport Comments 

Athletics 

In the second interclub for the season, a number of new athletes took to the track representing Ignatius. Cameron Stark led the athletes well 
on the day and he ran a very quick 200m. Seb Coffey had a good day setting PBs in the 800m and Discus and Daniel Stark performed well in the 
short sprints. Louis Whitford continued to develop his High Jump technique and he ran a quick 200m. Harry Whitford took to the unusually 
short 200m whilst Tiana Cetta stretched herself over the 3000m distance. Well done to Jonathon Martini who continues to be super consistent 
in his running through the 60m and 200m events as well as Sophie Kelly who is showing she is a real force to be reckoned with. Congratulations 
to the new athletes Mateo Radisic, Ben Iasiello, Shaylee Gotting and Brianna Gotting who all overcame their nerves and recorded pleasing 
results. James Sexton also made his return to club athletics this week, running the 400m hurdles for the first time and completing it in a national 
qualifying time. It was wonderful to see the girls getting themselves together to run a Sweedish Relay at the end of the day’s competition. 

Girls Sport 

Sport Team  Coach Opposition W/L Comments 

Basketball  Senior B1 Miss Howland    

Basketball  Senior C2 Joyce Laroza 

Mary 
Mackillop 1 

SIC 12 def. by MMC 
33 

With only one substitute player available the girls had to play a difficult game with only a 
limited number of breaks. The girls were able to rally on, maintaining a strong defence 
throughout the game. An honourable mention to this week’s sharp shooter Sarah Larter-
Conway and on our strong defence, Carla Moffa. 
Best Players: Sarah Larter-Conway, Carla Moffa 

Basketball  Junior C1 Miss Howland 

Loreto 1 SIC 9 def. by Loreto 
59 

Unfortunately in sport the scoreboard doesn’t always reflect the attitude, spirit and 
improvement a team shows during the game, but the girls can definitely hold their heads 
high for the way in which they play. With no substitutes again this week, the team 
continued to give it their all and focused on areas to improve as the match progressed. 
Their confidence to dribble, shoot and take the game on grew so much in just one week 
and we will focus on our passes and protecting the ball at training. 
Best Player(s): Tiana, Amelia, Leticia, Emily and Jasmine (the whole team!) 

Softball Senior A Ms Besanko 

Mercedes 1 SIC 9 def. by 
Mercedes 14 

A very strong first inning saw us record our first ‘mercy’ for the season. Mercedes were 
able to match this result with 7 quick runs in the second inning, evening up the scoreline. 
We struggled to hit their slower pitcher and will work on how to alter our swing timing 
when facing different speeds. We were able to relay the ball in effectively from the 
outfield in response to several long hits, and will continue to work on our communication 



between different positions in the field. This will help us to anticipate and position more 
effectively to minimise the batting success of our opposition.   
Best players- Jordan, Anoushka, Grace, Nicola   

Softball Senior B Ms Besanko 

Gleeson  SIC 11 drew with 
Gleeson 11 

This an exciting game in which the momentum continually changed, with neither team 
being able to gain the upper hand by the final inning. We were much more focussed in the 
field and were able to effectively relay the ball in from the outfield which helped minimise 
the bases obtained by our opposition. We demonstrated some communication while 
doing this, but need to continue to use our voices to direct and support each other when 
‘making a play’ in the field.  Our batting was a particular highlight, as we recorded a higher 
number of base runners than the previous week demonstrating our improved pitch 
selection.  
Best players – Emma, Ella B, Sarah, Ella W 

Tennis Senior A1 Mr D'Onofrio 

Wilderness 
Gold 

SIC 6-36 def. 
Wilderness 0-4 

Another dominant display resulting in a comprehensive win. The standard of the tennis 
produced by all the girls was of a very high standard. Our deep hitting, quick footwork and 
great net play were highlights of the matches.  
M. Busato/J. Valente 6-0, H. Walters/R. Samra 6-2 
M. Busato 6-0, J. Valente 6-0, C. Serwan 6-2, R. Samra 6-0. 

Tennis Senior A2 Sofia Polisena 

Wilderness 
White 

SIC 4-28 def. 
Wilderness 2-18 

The girls competed some against some fierce competitors however, fortunately were able 
to secure an overall win due to their great efforts and determination on the court. Great 
sportsmanship was displayed from both sides making it an enjoyable morning filled with 
some great tennis demonstrated by both schools. A special mention goes to Kirsten for her 
excellent perseverance and dedication during her very tightly matched singles game, and 
to Mya Lombardi who also demonstrated great dedication to her singles match. Well done 
girls! 
Doubles: 
1. Caitlin Zander and Olivia Robinson won 6-1 
2. Mya Lombardi and Beth Ciccocioppo won 6-3 
Singles: 
1.Olivia Robinson won 6-1  
2. Kirsten Tsui won 4-1 (6-1 forfeit)  
3. Mya Lombardi lost 6-2 
4. Amelia Paradiso lost 6-2  

Tennis Senior B3 Mr Moody 

Sacred 
Heart 

SIC 1-20 def. by 
SHCS 5-34 

A challenging task playing a very good team on their home “turf”. A good start in the 
doubles, with both teams level on sets and games won. Unfortunately we fell away in our 
singles matches, losing all four sets. Briana played well as our #1 player, only to lose 
narrowly 6-4 and Georgia played well to come from 5-2 down to narrowly lose 6-5. 

Tennis Junior A2 Rose Hernan 
Wilderness 
Gold 

SIC 4-30 def. 
Wilderness 2-15 

The girls played very well this week! Executing some great winners and good serves to 
come out with a win. 
Best Players: Sylvia for a great singles match! 



Tennis Junior A3 Ms McClure 

Cabra 1 SIC 6-36 def. Cabra 
0-15 

Doubles:  1&2 - Mia J and grace 6-1 
3&4 Lucie & Mia S 6-3  
 
Singles: 1. Lucia: 6-5, 2. Grace: 6-3, 3. Lucie: 6-2, 4. Mia S: 6-1 

Tennis Junior C5 Ms Sniatynskyj 

St Aloysius 
3 

SIC (3-25) def. SAC3 
(3-19) 

Disappointingly for our team, Saturday’s game resulted in a forfeit by the opposition. 
Nevertheless, all girls displayed mettle by playing their very best, no easy thing when one 
is already assured of victory. 
Thanks go to Adele Haese, Tinara Arachchi Appuhamilage, Amelia Fule, Ella Nicdao and 
Lucy Fidock. 

Tennis Junior C6 

Inayat Mann 

Marryatville 
1 

SIC 0-7 def. by 
Marryatville 6-36 

This week the girls displayed significant positivity and strength for the second week. The 
doubles and singles weren't much of a success this week however, their confidence wasn’t 
strained. All the girls displayed great partnership and team spirit.  Regardless of 
the outcome the girls did a great job.  
Best Players: Olivia and Elle 
DOUBLES 
Alannah + Elle: 1 - 6 
Olivia + Sophia: 1 - 6 
SINGLES 
Lia: 0 - 6 
Elle: 2 - 6 
Olivia: 2 - 6 
Sophia: 1 - 6 

Touch Junior B2 
Chanel 
Caruso/Siena 
Covino 

Marryatville 
3 

SIC 4 def. 
Marryatville 3 

So proud of the effort the girls showed throughout the game - being down 3-1 at half time, 
to finish the game with a win 3-4 is a huge accomplishment, particularly against such 
strong opposition. The girls communicated well in defence, and were quick to capitalise on 
the oppositions gaps whilst attacking. Special mention to Lexi for a great effort at her first 
game of touch! Best players: Mia, Steph. Scorers: Mia (2), Charly (1), Maddy (1) 

Touch Junior C4 
Georgia 
McDonnell 

Seymour 3 SIC 0 def. by 
Seymour 5 

The girls improved so much over the course of this game and are getting used to each 
other as a team. Their defence was good as they were individually identifying gaps and 
weaknesses.  They were talking to each other more than usual to quickly ensure a half was 
present. Whilst this was good their rucking still needs some work and their attack 
formation needs to be tighter. In the last 5 minutes of the game the girls all worked 
together really well and came up in a line of defence which was awesome. The girls could 
see that coming up as a team pushes the opposition back and stops them making ground 
as in their first 5 touches Seymour only made 15m in ground. 

Volleyball Senior A1 Mr Passaniti 

Marryatville 
1 

SIC 3-72 def. 
Marryatville 0-48 

The warm up and the early stages of the first set indicated that we would have a game on 
our hands this morning, and we were up for the challenge. As the match wore on we got 
better and better, with some excellent attacking play and clever placement of our first, 
second and third hits by all players. Once again, Georgie and Lauren Baso combined 



brilliantly in attack and their serving kept the opposition under constant pressure. Emily’s 
serve was also strong, as was hers, Pippa’s and Laura’s backcourt play. Other highlights 
included: 1. Pippa’s double hit on the one serve. 2. In an attempt to keep the ball alive, 
Lauren Schell’s kick may well be the hardest ever seen on a volleyball court. 3. Julia took 
on the opposition’s tallest and best player at the net and beat her twice! 

Volleyball Senior B2 Ms De Poi 

Mercedes SIC 2-71 def. 
Mercedes 1-51 

The first set was played almost flawlessly and this was reflected in the score. 
Unfortunately the second set saw us lose 7 points in a row and we were unable to recover. 
In the third set we were able to play consistently against a team that continued to 
improve; and this was the most pleasing aspect of the game. Well done to both Jenna and 
Abbey who have worked hard in fitting into a new side. 
Best Players: Steph, Rebecca and Lauren. 

Volleyball Senior C5 
Cynthia 
Gustavvson 

Loreto 2 SIC 0-50 def. by 
Loreto 4-100 

Our energy was low again this week, which meant communication and movement around 
the court was lacking. Loreto were very good at spiking hard into the dead areas on the 
court, leaving our girls little time to react. While we did have a few good rallies, many 
were tennis-like with back and forth hits. We shouldn’t shy away from passing to each 
other, and not simply aim to get the ball back over the net. Well done to Olivia and Juliet 
for their work at the net, to Ariana for her strong serves, and to Giada for her powerful 
digs.  
Best Player: Giada 

Volleyball Junior B1 Mr Bauze 

Saint 
Dominic’s 1 

SIC 0-43 def. by 
SDPC 4-94 

The Junior B Girls Volleyball team came up against a very well drilled and skilful Saint 
Dominic’s team who completely outclassed us in every facet of the game. One positive 
was our serving, which has improved markedly, and will serve us well if we come up 
against some weaker opponents. 
Best Players: Tya, Amelie, Abi, Casey 

Water Polo Senior A Oliva Bradley 

St Peter’s 2 SIC 4 def. by St 
Peter’s 9 

The girls found this week’s opposition to be challenging, as it included several very strong 
players. Out team managed to keep the score line fairly even throughout the first half but 
St Peters were able to maintain better intensity and they scored on their counter attacks. 
Well done to the girls on their efforts in the attack, particularly their distribution of the ball 
and possession in attack. An excellent game from Tahlia with several important goals. 

Water Polo Senior B Millie Lewis 
St Peter’s 2 SIC 2 def. by St 

Peter’s 11 
It was another tough game for the girls this week. Thanks to the younger girls who 
stepped up from the C grade to fill in. Well done to Annabelle who played her first game. 
Every player worked hard in the pool to try and maintain possession and pass accurately. 

Water Polo Senior C Olivia Bradley 

St Peter’s 3 SIC 4 def. by St 
Peter’s 6 

The girls did extremely well this week to be competitive against a team with many strong 
swimmers. The team was able to defend well together, working hard to chase down the 
opposition in counter attacks. It was also great to see the girls’ confidence improve 
throughout the game, taking more shots and scoring more frequently. Great games from 
Dior, Kellie and Georgia who were excellent in defence. 



Water Polo Junior A1 
Nat 
Swan/Danny 
Fedczyszyn 

St Peter’s 1 SIC 14 def. St 
Peter’s 4 

The girls showed massive improvements throughout the game ensuring that they were 
goal side on defence and spread out I attack. There were minimal chances for the 
opposition to counter attack. The swimming effort from all players was most pleasing. 

Boys Sport 

Sport Team  Coach Opposition W/L Comments 

Badminton Open B Minh Le 

Woodcroft SIC 5-10 def. 
Woodcroft 3-7 

A very good performance from the Open B Badminton team this week, particularly 
considering that we had players playing their first match in this grade. One of these, 
Kien Dinh, was MVP for the match, winning both his singles (playing at number two) 
and doubles (partnering Paul Pham). All players performed well, and the 100km 
round trip down to Morphett Vale was well and truly worth the effort! 

Badminton Open C Red Jesse Richter 

Unley SIC (5-14-518) def. 
by Unley (7-16-
552) 

The boys faced more difficult opposition on Saturday compared to last week. 
Despite this, many close games were played. As an example, half of all our matches 
were determined in three games. However, special mention to Joe Mediati, who 
convincingly won his match by playing with remarkable consistency. Overall, we 
were unlucky to leave with a loss, but I was happy with the effort of the team. MVP: 
Joe Mediati.   

Badminton Open C Blue Mr Uren 
PAC 2 SIC 9 (rubbers) 

def. PAC 3 
(rubbers) 

Excellent debut from new squad players Francesco, Wian, David and Arron who all 
won their singles and doubles games. 

Badminton Middle B 
Austin 
Waugh/Zac 
Chong 

Glenunga 4 SIC 0-1-246 def. by 
Glenunga 12-24-
523 

A hard struggled match against an unstoppable Glenunga side. With a tragic lack of 
turnout from a 10 man team, the 6 that showed put up some great sportsmanship 
to give every opposition a hit. Unfortunately the team was unable to come up with a 
win, but managed to push the opponents into some long hard fought rallies. 
Best Player: Sagar Hubli 

Cricket First  T/20 Mr Mullins 

Pembroke SIC 7/121 def. 
Pembroke 5/93 

After getting off to a fast start – 1/50 (7), we lost our way during the middle overs 
with steady wickets impairing our ability to form a meaningful partnership. Tom 
Schell and Will Rice batted beautifully at the end to give us a defendable total. Our 
effort in the field and with the ball was methodical. All bowlers bowled to their 
fields, and were supported well with clean fielding including a run out. All round – a 
solid start to our T20 campaign. 
Best Players: T van der Jeugd – 26, W Rice – 18, G Tanti – 1/12 (4), M Floreani – 1/16 
(4) 
 

Cricket First T/20 Mr Mullins 

Adelaide 
High 

SIC 6/89 (20) def. 
by AHS 1/90 (14.2) 

After a comprehensive win over Pembroke on Tuesday night it appeared that a 
number of our team thought that we would carry this performance through to 
Friday night for another win. Winning the toss and batting first we lost regular 
wickets and thanks largely to a well-constructed innings by Ryan Murphy and some 



late hitting by Tom Mayo we were fortunate to give ourselves what we thought to 
be a defendable target if we bowled well. Unfortunately, our effort in the field was 
sub-par. Our bowlers were generally well-disciplined but were not supported by 
their team mates in the field, letting the opening pair get away to a fast start, 
eventually reeling in the total in the 15th over. 
Best Players: R Murphy – 38 
T Mayo – 29* 
G Tanti – 1/17 (4) 

Cricket First XI Mr Mullins 

Scotch SIC 10/61 def. by 
Scotch 10/146 

After a disappointing T20 effort on Friday night the team was keen to put their best 
foot forward on Saturday. The effort, enthusiasm and support for one another in 
the field was excellent and after a strong start by Scotch to be 2/100 in the 27th 
over the boys rallied beautifully to bowl them out for 146 in the 39th over. Special 
mentions to Jamie, Jack and Felix who all took their first First XI wicket. Some 
excellent catches in the field, to rectify the 5 that we dropped. The momentum that 
we had in the field was unfortunately not carried through to the batting innings, 
being bowled out for 61 in the 23rd over. Disappointingly only 4 batters batted for 
more than 10 mins, with Alex Moulds again applying himself excellently to bat the 
entire innings. 
Best Players: J Taylor – 4/27 (8) 
J Alfred – 2/17 (4) 
M Floreani – 2/22 (7.5) 

Cricket Second XI 
Steven 
Tanti/Mr 
Ziesing 

Trinity SIC 3/85 (20 overs) 
def. by Trinity 
5/105 (20 overs) 

Nat lost the toss again and we batted. What a difference a week can make. Alex and 
Joel opened and Alex made 31, followed by an excellent stand from Billy and Henry. 
We ended with a commendable 85 from 20 overs. It would still require tight bowling 
though. This failed to eventuate. With 13 wides and too many short deliveries, we 
let Trinity off the hook. Maybe next week we can have both batting AND bowling 
working in the one match. We need to learn how to steady and regain the 
momentum. Closer, but still no cigar! 
Best Players: Alex Burgess 31, Bill Nayda 27 n.o., Henry Schultz 15 n.o 

Cricket Primary A Tom Perrotta 

St Peter’s SIC 41 def. by St 
Peter’s 5/138 

A tough result for the boys on the weekend, coming up against a very strong outfit. 
We were sent in to bowl first up, and started off well, quickly having them two 
down for just seven runs. However, their batsmen dug in for a long time and kept 
the scoreboard ticking over nicely, setting us 139 for the win. As soon as the 
strength of their bowlers was revealed it was clear that it would be a massive 
challenge for us, and it proved to be too much in the end, falling almost 100 runs 
short of their total. 
Best Players: Eamonn Cronin 13*, Isaac Cronin 2/16 



Tennis Drive A 
Mr Martin & 
Dean Polisena 

Westminster SIC 7 (sets) def. 
Westminster 2 
(sets) 

An excellent win 7-2, after the match was in the balance before we started the 
singles. Winning two of the doubles ensured that we gave ourselves a chance of a 
win. First doubles 6-3 (S Flock & T Daw) and third doubles 7-6 (14-12) in a tie break 
(X Fallo & J Hogan). We really finished off the morning well winning 5 of the 6 
singles matches. A special win from Liam Robinson coming back from 3-5 to win a 
tie break.  All played well. 

Tennis Senior B1 Mr Fletcher 

Immanuel 1 7 (sets) def. 
Immanuel 5 (sets) 

The rematch between Ignatius B1 and Immanuel went well this weekend. Drawing 
in the doubles, but pulling ahead in the Singles. Special shout out to Cameron who 
made his opposition fight for every point in an excellent match. 
 
Singles: Marsh 0-6, Barone 0-6, DeConno 6-0, Jenssen 6-2, Pocius 6-4, Cameron 7-5, 
Sexton 6-2, Beltrame 2-6 
 
Doubles:  
Pocius/Jenssen 6-1, Marsh/Barone 0-6, Cameron/Sexton 6-3, DeConno/Beltrame 3-
6 

Tennis Senior B2 
Andrew 
Luliano 

PAC SIC 5 (sets) def. by 
PAC 7 (sets) 

St Ignatius battled hard against PAC, with many games going to deuce and one set 
going to a tie break. Unfortunately, some cracks appeared under the pressure of the 
close games and PAC were able to take advantage. However, some impressive 
tennis was played by all. 
Best: Liam Matkovic, James Parletta, Sam Reid 

Tennis Middle A1 Red Franco Chitti 

St Peter’s 3 SIC 8 (sets) def. St 
Peter’s 1 (set) 

We had some strong victories all cross the board. Jackson F defeated a very strong 
opponent at # 1. Also well done to Charli, recording his first win in A Grade. 
Jackson F 6-3 
Ted D 6-0 
Xavier 2-6 
Jackson C 6-0 
Andres 6-0 
Charlie 6-2 
 
Jackson F / Ted D 6-1 
Xavier / Jackson C 6-3 
Andres / Charlie 6-4 

Tennis Middle A1 Blue Jack Manson 

Marryatville SIC 0 (sets) def. by 
Marryatville 9 
(sets) 

Marryatville totally outclassed us today. But credit to the SIC boys they kept their 
enthusiasm and never gave up. 
Doubles: 

1. Fallo / Greco 0-6 
2. Gormlie / Coffey 0-6 
3. Britten – Jones / Bianco 3-6 



Singles 
4. Fallo 0-6 
5. Greco 2-6 
6. Gormlie  0-6 
7. Coffey 1-6 
8. Britten – Jones  1-6 
9. Bianco 1-6 

Tennis Middle A1 Gold James DeScisio 

CBC SIC 5 (sets) def. 
CBC 4 (sets) 

The boys all point in good performances and secured the victory even though we 
were down a player. Special mention to Isaac for playing two singles games and 
winning them both. 
Doubles:  
1. Damiano/adam 4-6 
2. Zak/max 6-3 
3.- 0-6 
Singles: 
1. Damiano 6-1 
2. Adam 2-6 
3. Zak 0-6 
4. Max 6-3 
5. Isaac 6-3 
6. Isaac 7-5 

Tennis Middle B1 Mr Ward 
Blackfriars SIC 4-40 def. by 

Blackfriars 7-48 
Special mention to Michael, Seb and Austin who all willingly played 3 sets to ensure 
every Blackfriars boy got a game. 

Tennis Middle B2 Matt Sodano 

Pulteney SIC 8-57 def. 
Pulteney 4-44 

A great morning for the boys winning most of our sets convincingly. Hopefully we 
can keep this form up leading into the final rounds of the season. Lawrence and 
Matt were particularly good this week with Matt being forced to play at number 2 
and winning his singles convincingly. 

Tennis Middle C1 
Josh 
Koutsouridis 

CBC SIC 8 (sets) def. 
CBC 3 (sets) 

After a good training session on Monday the team was able to start into full swing 
and get their first win of the new term. A convincing win, the boys played well all 
around. Big thank you goes to Aarush who helped fill in for a missing player on the 
CBC team for one game. Hoping to continue a winning streak next week. 
Singles:  Alessio 6-1, Josh 6-3, Tom 6-1, Alex 6-3, Orlando P 0-6, Orlando t 6-2,  
Aarush  2-6 
Doubles:  Alessio/Josh 6-0 ,Tom/Alex 6-1, Orlando/Orlando 2-6, Binh/Yit 6-2 
Arush- Playing for their team no. 8 

Tennis Primary A1 Mr Abela 

Pembroke SIC 15-98 def. 
Pembroke 3-37 

An excellent start to our Term 4 season with some excellent sets played. Henry 
Forby and Mateo Radisic came from 1-5 down in their doubles to win 6-5 a great 
example of a never give up attitude.  
Doubles – G Gallo/L Whitford 6-2, H Forby/M Radisic 6-5, F Lupoi/C Anderson 6-0, 



E Cronin/E Hinton 6-1, T O’Loughlin/ N Semets 6-3, W O’Callaghan/F Mignone 6-0   
Singles - G Gallo 6-0, L Whitford 6-2, H Forby 6-2, M Radisic 6-1, F Lupoi 6-0, C 
Anderson 
6-2, E Cronin 5-6, E Hinton 6-2, T O’Loughlin 1-6, N Semets 6-1, W O’Callaghan 2-6, F 
Mignone 6-0   

Tennis Primary B2 Franco Chitti  
SIC Jnr SIC B2 4-39 def. by 

SIC Jnr 5-36 
Doubles: Saul/Luke 3-6, Charlie/Tushar 5-6, Matthew/Daniel 6-3 
Singles: Saul 6-4, Luke 6-2, Charlie 1-4, Tushar 4-1, Matthew 4-6, Daniel 4-6 

Volleyball Open B1 
Andrew 
Luliano 

St Paul’s  SIC 2 (sets) def. St 
Paul’s 1 (set) 

One of the greatest games of school volleyball ever witnessed. Incredible displays of 
skill by both teams. The first set got off to a shaky start for Ignatius, with some big 
serves and spikes being dished up by St Pauls. However, after winning a big point we 
were able to serve ourselves back into the contest and steal the set by a narrow 
margin. The second game was similar to the first with some great volleyball being 
displayed by both teams, however St Pauls were able to get on a run and serve us 
out of the second set. It all came down to the third set, both teams were giving it 
their all however we found ourselves at 16-24 down with St Pauls serving for the 
game. After a heart in mouth rally with big spikes from both teams we were able to 
ice the point with a spike. At 17-24 there was no room for error, we needed at least 
7 points in a row to save match point. After 9 consecutive perfect points from 
Ignatius we snatched victory from the jaws of defeat and finished the final set at 26-
24. Such an incredible result would not have been possible without perfect team 
play, and each member of the team put aside any notion of “Hero ball” to play for 
each other and win the game as a team.  
Best: Matt Gordon, Matt Griffin, Lucas Dottore, Matt Centofanti, Liam Robinson, 
Jordan Johnson 

Volleyball Open B2 Agelo Kapnistis 

PAC SIC 2 (sets) def. 
PAC 1 (set) 

After a slow start losing the first set, the boys managed to win both the second and 
third set. The boys used the opposition’s tactics to their advantage, they used their 
voices and utilised their use of 3 touches. They worked well as team constantly 
encouraging one another. With only two games left in the season it will be good to 
see these achievements continue on till the end. 
Best players: Michael Lombardi and Noa Radisic 

Volleyball Open C1 Red James DeScisio 

Blackfriars SIC 3 (Sets) def. 
Blackfriars 0 (sets) 

Very good display of volleyball characterised by excellent teamwork when using our 
3 shots and fantastic concentration as we barely ever lost two points in a row. Our 
serving was good throughout the match, and communication was strong. Very good 
game, but we’ll need to prepare to create our own winning points against stronger 
opposition in the future rather than relying a lot on unforced errors. 

Volleyball Open C1 Blue Mr Harben 
St Paul’s SIC 3 (sets) def. St 

Paul’s 0 (sets) 
Another comprehensive win from a talented and disciplined group. A quiet start 
where voices were not dominant was followed by a more supportive and vocal 
effort. Again all contributed to this cohesive win highlighted by outstanding serving 



which set up the win. Particular congratulations to Hamish Pattison for his 
improvement in this skill. Better players: M .van der Hoeven, H. Abu-Assi, C.Dottore 

Volleyball Middle B1 Mr Lodge 

Mercedes SIC 2 (sets) def. 
Mercedes 1 (set) 

The Middle B1 volleyball team continued in its winning ways with a hard fought 
victory over a very well drilled Mercedes team. Strong serving and great use of the 
three shots were the stand out features of the game with all the players 
contributing to what was by far the best all round performance so far by the Middle 
B1 team. Well done and keep up the good work. 
Best Players: Isaiah Greco, Luke Spinelli 

Water Polo Open C Olivia Bradley 

PAC SIC 2 def. by PAC 6 Although the result of this week’s game was unfortunately a loss, the boys played 
an extremely good game. For the first half, they managed to put pressure on the 
opposition and prevent them from scoring many goals. However it was very difficult 
for the boys to compete with a physically and substantially larger team in the 
second half. Well done to the team for their effort throughout the whole game. An 
amazing game from Liam, working incredibly hard and scoring an excellent goal in 
the last quarter. 

Water Polo Middle B Red 
Brayden Cross 
/ Lachlan 
English 

PAC SIC 3 drew with 
PAC 3 

The score line doesn’t show that this was the best game that these boys have 
played all year. In the bigger St Peter’s Pool, they showed a real desire to win, 
evidenced by some strong defending and fast paced attacks They’ve come along in 
leaps and bounds and hopefully their game style continues to improve. 

Water Polo Middle B Blue 
Tim Otten / 
Danny 
Fedczysyn 

Pembroke SIC 1 def. by 
Pembroke 18 

Unfortunately this was another match up against a stronger team for the Year 7s 
this week. Despite a competitive start, the boys were outswum by a fitter team and 
we fell away at the end. The effort from players such as Hugh and Jonathon was 
evident but some more skill and strength will be needed before we play a team like 
that again. 

 

 


